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Environmental Change and Challenge: A Canadian Perspective, Third Edition, is an introduction to the rich, fascinating, and extremely topical field of environmental change. This edition offers a comprehensive exploration of the ongoing change, complexity, and conflict associated with environmental issues in Canada. It covers a range of topics from climate change to resource management, providing students with a solid foundation in environmental studies.

The book is structured to help students understand the rich, fascinating, and extremely topical field of environmental change. It covers a range of topics from climate change to resource management, providing students with a solid foundation in environmental studies. The book's revised and updated edition includes new content and updated information, ensuring that students are well-prepared to engage with the latest research and developments in the field.

Review: Environmental Change and Challenge: A Canadian Perspective - Course Hero

Readers praise the book for its clear and accessible writing style, making complex environmental issues understandable. The book is recommended for students pursuing degrees in environmental studies, geography, and related fields.

Environmental Change and Challenge: A Canadian Perspective is an exciting introduction to the rich, fascinating, and extremely topical field of environmental change and challenge.
environmental issues.